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#Abstract
dieinterent.org is a collaborative art studio addressing the
need for reorganisation within neoliberal economies using
democratic forms of governance while aiming to shape new
models of subjectivity through cultural production.
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#Intro
This text and the broader research within dieinterent.org try
to create a model which has the capacity to materialise and
actualise conceptual ideas within the tools and framework
of art production and advanced technologies. The aim of
this work is to analyse and propose a model of infrastructure
including forms of governance, a feedback control system,
and a financial model for an artistic practice using collaborative modes of production, autonomous distribution, and
controller design for adaptation, that is able to modify subjectivities towards climate solutions, post-work futures and
global equality while using, adapting and building infrastructure models of a counter neoliberal economy.
We understand that these positions and goals act on an
infrastructural and global scale proposing a systemic change
in the organisation and governance of contemporary society.
We as an art studio are aware of the macro-level impact
needed to understand the problems of climate collapse, inequality, polarisation, and the precarious individual. However,
we believe that artistic practices and cultural production can
help and advance the modeling of new subjectivities that will
be able to navigate towards a progressive future.
To understand such attempts the following questions
are to be answered and considered at all times. What are the
frameworks, metrics, and considerations within such practices? Where are the edges of institutions and corporations
that can be reformed and adapted? Who will and should participate in such activities? How are projects scalable? How
can critical practice, inform and shape realities? What is the
role of the artist? How to ensure plasticity and long-term
commitment of infrastructure? How can emergent technologies help to actualise the aim? What are the weak points to
be secured in such activities?


Continued on p. 07
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Opposite page: Fundamental pillars
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These questions are very broadly formed and try to understand the relation of the macro-level infrastructure and also
highlight how systemically positioned critical practices must
be in the 21st Century. Since one of the key problems within
the contemporary field of institutional critique and conceptual art is the incapability of leaving the state of questioning
and problematizing. Furthermore, the overall alignment of
contemporary art and neoliberal economic models- making
contemporary art a neoliberal enforcer and thus need to be
exited if claiming to be critical of dominant hegemony, after
Suhail Malik.
This new model of art-making would rely on new infrastructures, such as emergent technologies like AI, Blockchain,
and Robotics proposed by the future art ecologies report
(Serpentine Galleries, 2020) With such tools the infrastructural level can be made publicly accessible, traceable and
decentralised from a singular figure or agents in managerial positions. Such examples could be the exploration of a
decentralised autonomous organisation, working within the
fields of arts and culture.
We are also clear and aware that the static positions
and framing of master plans and proposals, well known within
modernist thinkers are problematic and don’t allow change
and we understand that the formation of new social relations
and artistic production will need to adapt and stay plastic
within its structure - addressing the need of medium design
after Keller Easterling. 
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#Codex
Contemporary Art

#Codex

In order to clarify the
positions within this research
term, the following terms
and definitions have been
used. It is understood that
these terms are flexible and
shall be understood within
the practical framework of
dieinternet.org and the
project “Dio, in the face
of god”

The term contemporary art refers in this paper to the production of artistic works within the legacy art world model
of physical museums, galleries and collectors, where stuff
making is central.
Subjectivity
Subjectivity encapsulates the influences of perspectives,
feelings, desires, impressions, beliefs, and agencies of actors
including but not limited to groups, nature, individuals, and
animals. Subjectivities are inherently plastic and adaptable.
Decentralised Autonomous Organisation
A Decentralised Autonomous Organisation is an organisation that is represented by a computer program (that is, the
organisation runs according to the rules written in the program), is completely transparent, and has total shareholder
control and no influence of the government”,
Narayan Prusty (2017).
Counter Economy
Counter economies are here understood within the field of art, which
is currently aligned with the polarisation and capital concentration
of a few actors, producing artist poverty at large. The goal within
counter economies lies in the creation of a peer-to-peer market.
Legacy Art World
The sum of the artistic field that relies on traditional forms of
archiving, collecting, and displaying of cultural production. It
mainly relies on non-digital practices and distribution models, aligning with art-stars and deregulated system dynamics.


Continued on p. 11
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DIO-Token
The DIO-Token acts as a polling card within the governance
and allocation of project funding at dieinternet.org. The Token
is registered within the studio and comes with the DIO-Comrade Membership Tier. The token is non-fungible and must
be activated via Patreon and registered on the dieinternet.org
server.
DIO-Squad
The DIO-Squad is a project-based group formation that creates an artistic outcome within the project framework of Operation Oneroi, Project Pheme and Action Angelia. The projects
created within the squad can be proposed by the DIO-Crew
members and are voted by the DIO-Comrade Tier Members.



Opposite page: DIO Token (Beta Version for Apple devices)

DIO-Host
The DIO-Hosts consist of three permanent Co-Hosts and one
seasonal voted Co-Host. The Co-Hosts task is to moderate,
create infrastructures and oversee the entire creative operations of dieinternet.org. It is possible to extend and become a
permanent Co-Host via the Host-Vote.
DIO-Crew
The DIO-Crew is a membership tier within dieinternet.org that
allows the proposition of projects with a provided grant and the
formation and participation of the Squad.
DIO-Comrade
The DIO-Comrade is a membership tier within dieinternet.org
that grants access to the DIO-Token and therefore the right to
navigate the allocation of proposals via quadratic voting. 
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Medium Design

Opposite page: Systemic problems and needs

Path:

#Ideals
The most urgent issue and problem within the contemporary state is the need for a total system change in order to
prevent climate collapse. However, the current position of
austerity, systemic inequality and the polarisation of capital
and power in the hands of a micro elite, in opposition to a
large mass of precarious individuals with little to no safety
or access to capital create unfavorable conditions for any
type of progressive change. Furthermore, these conditions
of neoliberal economies and accidental megastructure after
Bratton gave rise to global nationalisms and heightened
identitarian politics, with central trolling figures who understand to modify fictions into reality and therefore promote a
capitalist realist ideology of the post-truth era. Here, stasis
is created by looping thoughts, feelings and actions around a
presumably never-ending chain of feedback circles.
These key problems of the 21st Century need to be
addressed, however not in a manner that only aestheticizes
and extracts theoretical theories but rather as a proposition
where practices are being infrastructurally reconfigured,
formed and adjusted within the existing tools towards fixes
that include flexibility and rearrangements. It is important
to understand the psychography and sociality of beings in
relation to one another.
In order to reconfigure the contemporary feedback
loop and disarm the trolls and the concentration of capital,
a new form of regrouping of social spheres is needed. This
can be achieved through medium design after Keller Easterling. Medium Design highlights, analyses and rearranges
existing materials and points of networks by redirecting
their relationship towards each other, concentrating on their
interplay.
Within this type of practice, the manipulation of interplay allows to regroup social relationships and allows to


Continued on p. 15
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System

This cluster organises the speculative ideals
and futures of dieinternet.org in a structural and
long-term manner. Central to this cluster are
political futures, meaning and sensemaking of
life and organisation.
Mental & intellectual growth
Post-growth

Sharing ideas

Interaction with others

Climate Solutions

Post-work

A purpose bigger than the individual
Self-fulfilment

A place in a group

‘Fully Automated Luxury Communism’
A creative & critical dream financing itself

O
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ective

This cluster understands dieinternet.org in
relation to other ecologies and forms of being Understanding the interplay and interconnection
towards actors and networks and the systemic
position, it can occupy and connect.
Value disconnected from individual biographies
Interaction with other groups and communities
Anonymity
Interdependence

Recognition & understanding
Fame

Exchange

Opposite page: Value mapping (Continued on p. 16)

Criticality



Friendship

activate new values and subjectivities, that therefore develop new forms of cultural narration, allowing for progressive
change. Here, it is important to note the rigorous success of
the pro-consumerism institutions, corporations and belief systems in promoting and favouring desires, ideas and
subjectivities at large. It is exactly this process and protocol,
which can be adapted and reformed.
dieinternet.org has been formed as a response to the
problems stated above to create and elaborate new forms
of organising an artistic practice - also highlighting that the
artistic field within its openness of adaptation and responsiveness creates a test-bed for progressive forms of organisation, that can be adapted by other fields. Furthermore,
dieinternet.org relies on its members’ passion and desire
for the creation of artistic practices. This shared interest
highlights the capacity for a pleasure-driven pastime, allowing personal fulfillment. However, aspiring to the hivemind
organisations of diverse skills, talents and fulfillment of its
individual members.
In order to understand and map out the ideals within
dieinternet.org and develop a suitable infrastructural model,
the hosts have collected their goals, hopes and beliefs
towards a speculative future. The following list of clusters
and groups has been produced during brainstorm/think tank
sessions. Within these sessions, a variety of points and remarks have been mentioned. The entire collection of points
have then been grouped and clustered into the following
five categories: Systems, Outside Perspective, Group Vibes,
Feelings and Artistic Practice.
This mapping of ideals and goals is the central position
and aim within dieinternet.org. They have been collaboratively evaluated and will form the framework and metrics of
the infrastructure and controller design.
We are aware of the possible change and speculative
nature of these ideals. By clustering the singular points we
can ensure more flexibility, making sure to revise, add or remove points. We understand that needs might change along
the way and adjust to the possible futures. 
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This cluster focuses on the internal relationships between the participants. These rely on the
concept of the transindividual, valuing relationships between individuals over the own isolated
definition of one’s self.
Shared risk

A space for everyone’s skills

Shared knowledge
Support

Safe space

Belonging
s
Feeling

This cluster focuses on emotionality and the production of subjectivities, within the organisation’s
interplay. It is important to highlight the lack of
emotionality in contemporary critical practices and
dieinternet.org ambition to include subjectivities.
Having lunch & drinks together
Joy

Lifestyle

Dreaming

Fun

Make activities

Pleasure

Only fun things to do

Non-linear approach
Photography

Nonsense art making

Artistic Research

Discussions

Covering intellectual & artistic needs
Mapping

Passion

Connections

Plastic Collaboration

Project based structure

Multiple voices involved

Live events & experiences

Teaching

Role Play



This cluster understands and depicts the aims
and ambitions within the content of an artistic practice, underpinning the position and framework of
pleasurable and preferred time occupation within
the life of the participants of dieinternet.org as well
as their artistic needs.

Opposite page: Value mapping
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#Infrastructure
In order to actualise the conceptual framework and ideals
of dieinternet.org, the building of infrastructure is essential.
This way the problem of pointing out, highlighting and solely
asking questions without any impact on infrastructural levels
is by passed and becomes a foundation for all projects.
Moreover, the key aspect and answer to these ideals
must be in the designing of protocols and spaces that allow
for the development and production of the five identified
clusters, without falling into the trap of master plans and
individual excellence which then become incapable to adjust
to the current needs.
At the core of dieinternet.org is the formation of working groups, hereafter referred to as ‘squads’, producing
artworks, research or media in a project-based framework.
This allows a multiplicity of voices to be expressed, heard
and addressed under the umbrella and space of dieinternet.
org. The group consequently acts as a means of anonymising and amplifying at the same time - permitting a greater
rate of production, freedom, infrastructure and valuation of
practices.
A squad consists of flexible participants that act in
concert towards a proposed outcome within the field of
artistic research, aesthetics and media. The squad can be of
any size depending on the project’s needs. The projects that
lead to the publishing of outcomes via the studio dienternet.
org, will be voted through the active dio-token holders.
(See chapter: Governance)


Continued on p. 19
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Opposite page: Structure of dieinternet.org


Crew

Proposal

Comrade

Squad
(Flexible Participants)

Space / Infrastructure (Rules monitored)

Activities

(Book Club, Workshops)

Fund

(Aesthetics, Media, Research)

Outcome
Hosts
(Constant Host Members)
Voted Host
Member
(Temporarily)

The studio dieinternet.org is flexible and can inhabit multiple
spaces, forms and eccologies across the needs of cultural
production. Yet, in toder to offer a unified communication
tool dieinternet.org uses the messaging platform
Discord, which allows multiple parallel communication
threats, which aren’t algorithmically curated. Furthermore,
it allows the allocation of different roles and consequently
different access benefits.
However, mediums and platforms can easily change
and will also rely on physical spaces, digital spaces, on site
and off site events and practices to guarantee decentralisation and a resilient infrastructure that is able to adapt to the
needs of its participants.
Continued on p. 21
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Opposite page: dieinternet.org proxy portraits

In order to highlight and produce new subjectivities that
rely on conceptual merits rather than biographic histories or
bodily appearance, all credits within dieinternet.org are run
via proxies including the assignment of a visual portrait and
a given proxy name. With this gesture we seek to invent our
own past and future as a group and not solely as individuals,
while still keeping accountability and credibility across the
participants of the art-studio.
This mechanism has been created to connect accountability and fantasy at the same time, allowing to develop new
forms of post-human subjectivities highlighting otherness
and forms of beings and expanding the notions of personhood. We believe that this form of anonymity allows one to
create a hive mind of excellence- in opposition to the modernist singular genius.
The mapping out and blueprinting of infrastructure is integral to the creation of new social spheres that allow to act
in concert and produce content without the forced doctrine
of group interest over individual interest. This allows for disagreements, temporal full control and partial participation,
rejecting critical purity and constant consensus between all
members, using the studio as a body and vehicle which can
be governed in multiple directions at the same time. 

Continued on p. 24
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Opposite page: Funding model

Since, dieintenret.org is a collaborative practice new forms
of governance need to be established and reformed, in order
to reject the idea of an individual genius artist or maker but
at the same time allowing valuation, trust and gate keeping
within the space across all participants. The setting up of
governance protocols are essential, especially in the wake of
collective organisations tendencies to fall apart over disagreement of governance and financial paradigms.
In order to guarantee that the stated ideals including
the five clusters are being followed and understood,
dieinternet.orgs regulating body is represented by the Hosts,
including constant Host members and a seasonal voted host
member.
The constant co-hosts til dato consist of ‘generous.
axilla.monitor’, ‘noble.nipple.discrod’ and ‘positive.pelvis.discord’. Who have been identified and worked on establishing
this set of rules and infrastructures together within the scope
of the project called ‘Dio, In The Face of God’. The number
of co-hosts is not fixed and can be democratically extended
via the ‘Host-Voting’ Process. In addition to constant host
members, a seasonal host member seat will be created for a
legislative 6-month period, to prevent power concentration
and extremism within the studio.
The hosts each have one vote, which they can cast
over the decision-making process of how to overlook and
moderate dieinternet.org as a studio, the supervision of the
controller system, the allocation and managing of finances
and the accreditation of services and activities. The Hosts
must meet on a monthly basis discussing the overall state
of the studio and must report back to the crew over their
decision-making process. The Hosts are also responsible in
building and facilitating the DAO and transparency policy.



#Governance

transparency and lessen the administrative tasks. This is to
also gradually balance out the host positions. 
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Opposite page: Squad Vote


In order to extend and give access to the governance of the
studio, each season within a six month period, the Dio-Crew
Tier Members can vote, via the Discord emoji voting system, for the voted co-host seat. This is a public vote made
by the crew, within the Discord voting channel.
The key element of dieinternet.org is the production of collaborative artistic outcomes in the field of artistic research,
aesthetics and media. In order to create practices that allow
each participant to do what they like to do, with a project
grant by dieinternet.org. Within this framework each person’s interest can be highlighted but allowing infrastructural
support under the umbrella of the studio.
In order to create a democratic framework and the possibility of all participating members to take part in the production of artistic practice within the studio dieinternet.org
- in the configuration of a ‘squad’ - the so-called squad-vote
is proposed. Within this voting process the available funding
will be announced by the hosts via an open call grant in the
Discord communication tool. Then proposals can be submitted to the hosts from all crew members. The proposals are
being checked by the hosts to assure they are following the
guidelines and ideals set up by dieinternet.org. The accepted
proposals are then presented to all token holders who then
have the capacity to vote via the quadratic voting template
provided by ‘rival strategy’. Based on this outcome, the
winning proposal will form a squad and create a project. The
quadratic voting process allows nuanced decision making
processes. The proposal format is very open but should
include which section of practice (Operation Oneroi, Project
Pheme or Action Angelia) the proposal would sit in and how
many participants are planned to take part. All proposals
need to apply and relate to the ideals outlined and the ethos
of dieinternet.org
In order to advance and create less managerial frameworks within the hosts and decentralise the financial distribution, the adaptation of a decentralised autonomous
organisation is to be implemented to help and support the
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GOV

£
£
£
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State Funding
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£
£
£
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Teaching

DIO-Fund

- Art production
- Staff Salary (Living wage)
- Infrastructure (Website, Location, Storage, Shipping)
- Grants for Squad projects
- Tax and fees

Expenses

£

Service

Continued on p. 29
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Opposite page: Funding process

In order to create a systemic and long-term commitment
as outlined in the ideals and five clusters, it is essential to
address a viable financial model and the creation of counter
economies. Hence, the contemporary economic art model is
currently aligned to neoliberal economic structures, within a
polarised concentration of capital and a mass of precarious
individuals with little to no capital. Furthermore, this polarisation is currently being accelerated through the production
of contemporary art as luxury goods, targeting and relying
on dominant capital holders and even acting as a neoliberal-enforcer. In order to counter contemporary artist poverty and the rebuilding of a mid-tier section, a new counter
economy needs to be proposed and reconfigured, that does
not rely on the dominant capital holders and the legacy artworld market systems.
Within dieintenret.org the key expenses rely on the
art-production cost, infrastructure including website, locations, storage and shipping, the project grants , the co-hosts
salaries, and taxes and fees. In order to cover all of the
above-mentioned expenses, a fund needs to be created that
allows dieinternet.org to run its operations as a non-profit
organisation.
In order to run independently and resiliently the use of
multiple financiers is needed, to diversify the projects and
propositions, lowering the risk of financial crisis and allowing
a steady and diverse income.
Firstly, dieinternet.org relies on sponsorship through
either individuals, institutions or the government in the form
of grants, commissions and patronage. This form of income
is highly unreliable, however it can develop key projects and
infrastructure.



#Finance

DIO
COMRADE

- Access to Discord
- Media subscription
- Access to grant
- Member activities

Includes all benefits
of DIO Crew +

DIO
LUXURY
SUPPORT

Includes all
benefits combined

- DIO Token

£ 100
/ month
Opposite page: Membership tiers

£ 25
/ month



£ 15
/ month
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DIO
CREW

Secondly, dieinternet.org can provide services such as
teaching, consultancy and workshops for private corporations and institutions - similarly to sponsorships this is highly
flexible. Both of these funding methods still rely on legacy
art-world systems and should be de-prioritized within the
development and growth of dienternet.org.
Thirdly and most important is the creation of a shop, in
which dieintentet.org can independently and autonomously
distribute memberships and products. This mode of financialisation offers the independence of high capital owners
and offers a peer-to-peer economy, which is most commonly used within creator to community economic models.
These forms of economic models distribute the benefits of
the stakes and lower the risk individual participants have
to invest by purchasing artwork works. Furthermore, within the membership model, the service and participation is
highlighted over the production of a one-way consumption
model. Here lie the stakes for the community who essentially
has the capacity to own and regulate itself through the participation of the governance model at dieinternet.org.
The pricing and rights within the membership models
are separated to give people the possibility to choose their
participation accordingly. It also gives a more intermediate
access point at an affordable level, while still creating a revenue stream that allows for artistic production.
Overall, the financial model will be managed by the
Hosts until the implementation of the DAO. Within this
system dieinternet.org allows them to act towards their
direct stakeholders offering extreme flexibility and participation, working towards governance that uses its members’
stakes as the total value, holding its own community as
value maker. Within the development of technologies and
the implication of web 3.0, the infrastructure will always
need to be adapted. 
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#Roles
In order to clarify the individual stakes that each person has,
the following section defines and frames the different roles
and positions that can be occupied within the art studio and
the different stages of participation.
The stakes and interests will be at different scales and
help to identify the subjectivity production and creation of
new social spheres, making patterns visible and also allows
to understand social codes. This framework is purely of
sociological matter and does not function as outcome of
behavioural surplus.
The use of roles acts to understand and relate to social
spheres and subjectivity, trying to understand what speculative futures must address and create, in order to value
each member and construct new forms of governance and
organisations. It is exactly this point where the field of art
can create a testbed for speculative futures, while this form
of organisation is related to the roles and participation
within artistic and cultural production, it can be adapted and
formed into other spheres with common stakes and interests
such as housing, companies and institutions. 

Financier

Visitor

- Get a service
- Price per project

- Observes cultural
activity (OO/PP/AA)
- Access Paywall
content
- Votes guest host
- Monthly rate: £5–7

- Observes cultural
activity (OO/PP/AA)

Squatter

Shopper

Hosts

- Producing a
piece of art
- Access to grants
- Proxy name
- Collaboration
process

- Gets artistic goods
- Pays price per
project

- Rights to govern and
direct main activities of
the art studio
- Monthly meetings
- Supervision process
- Permanent position
- Can be voted in by
permanent hosts
- Voted out due to
misconduct

Subscriber

Crew

Token Holder

- Engages with
cultural production
(OO/PP/AA)
- Attends activities
- Creates activities
- Same rights as
visitor
- Monthly rate: £3–5

- Gets Token and
right to vote:
Squad voting zone
- Face with watermark
/ registered at dieinternet.org DIO
- License to vote
- Monthly rate: £3–5



Opposite page: Interests and stakes

- Gets media content
via substack
- Monthly rate: £3–5

Voted Host
- Same rights as host
- 6 months period
- Based on voting outcome (Emoji vote)

Lurker

This whitepaper is a first attempt to give answers and create
new forms of organisation, without falling into the trap of
masterplans, manifestos or pure ideological propositions.
It is not a complete plan, nor do we have all the answers now
and the process will be ongoing and must adapt to scale
and scope. However, it is the first step into a future that
allows us to do what we love: art. 
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